The growth of networking-more and more computers of different
makes communicating with each other-will motivate the greater
standardization of host-to-host protocols.
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The past decade has been one of great activity in
the development of computer communications networks. No aspect of this activity has been more difficult than the development of the procedures and
convettions used by "host" computers attempting
to communicate with each other across a network.
(We apply the term "host" to distinguish them from
the machines often used to make up the communications subnetwork.)
These host machines are almost infinitely various.
They can be made by different manufacturers and
use different operating systems. They can be relatively accommodating, or extremely unaccommodating, to the addition of the computer communication function. They can be attached to communication subnetworks providing either a very
sophisticated or a very primitive communications
capability. They can be made by a vendor who
believes in supporting communication with other
vendors' equipment or who hopes to discourage it.
Here, we discuss host communication procedures
and conventions, tracing their evolution and relating
them to other network technologies.
When
coputer
cmmuniction deelopmen first
communication
When computer
development first
entered the present era (with the beginning of construction of the Arpanet1 in 1968), researchers unaccountably

f

communication procedures and conventions.* Thus,
we use the term "host-to-host protocol" for the subject of this paper.
ARl communication protocols of interest appear to
have at least two common elements: ( 1) the establishment of path conventions and (2) the definition of
path control procedures. Path conventions deal with
timing considerations (e.g., communication with a
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300-baud terminal), encoding or representational
considerations (e.g., using the ASCII character set),
and methods for multiplexing control information
and data on the same communication path (e.g., provision of certain distinguishable control characters
used to signal that the direction of transmission
should be reversed). Path control procedures
establish a virtual communications medium between
the communicating entities; this medium has certain
desirable characteristics which may not be possessed
by the physical medium (e.g., provision for addressing, synchronization, error cQntrol, and flow control).

J*Some
writers2 have quibbled with this use of the word, calling it a
misuse of English language. However, dictionary justification can
be found for use of the word, at least in retrospect:
'"The word 'protocol' has been borrowed from the parlance of conventional social behavior to describe the orderlX exchange of infor-

mation between separate pieces of equipment."
"In a human context, 'protocol' is defined as a code of diplomatic
etiquette and precedence. In communications technology a protocol
is a Set of rules of etiquette and precedence governing communicabetween two computing elements, which may be terminals or
itions
computers. A protocol is a logical abstraction of the physical process

of communication.
"An additional is that of the worddefine
'protocol' in the data cominteractions among
~~~~~~~~~~~munications fieldconiiotation
protocols

'similar' or 'equal' entities, while interface refers to interactions
among dissimilar entities. For example, it might be aaid that there is
an interfacebetweena Host computer
and a network switching node,
while there are node-to-node and Host-to-Host protocols. On the
other hand, many carrier interfaces are structured in such a way that
it is (almost or entirely) possible to interconnect two users either by

interfacingthembothtothecarrierordirectlytoeachother, without
thedistinction between an interface and aprotocol is virtuallymeaningless."4

any difference in the user systems in the two cases. When this is true,
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Pre-Arpanet*

application. Rather, the user must provide address-

The protocols which evolved in accordance with the
eally point-to-point or star networks treated the
"network" as a simple data pipeline. Further, these
protocols were typically implemented in a single soft-

ing information to the network, specifying where
each unit of information is to be delivered. The advantage of such a system is that it makes possible the interconnection of any set of terminals and compuTers.
However, this new possibility requires that terminals
and hosts follow standard protocols in order to make
sense of what they say to each other.

terminals. The addition of front-end processors led to
the centralization of protocol support in these pro-

The Arpanet and subsequent developments

ware module which handled all aspects of the protocol. As communication circuits began to be shared
among many terminals, protocols were added to the
application software to resolve conflicts between the

cessors, but required the definition of a new interface
protocol between the mainframe and the front end.
The development of terminal cluster controllers, data
concentrators, and remote front ends each resulted in
a change to the architectural model and the number
of protocols needed.
The introduction of "common user" communications networks-single systems capable of simultaneously serving many applications-required a
new level of protocol to be developed. With such networks it is no longer practical to view the pommunication facility as a simple data pipelfea*hich can be
tapped at two or more points and used-for a specific
*As one reads the following sections, it may be useful to glance occasionally at Figure 1, which presents the authors' view of the evolution of host-to-host protocols.

US Defense Department developments. The tyS
Department of Defense has been instrumental in the
development of computer networks and host-to-host
protocol technology. In 1968, DoD began construction of the Arpanet, the first of the common.user networks.5 We shall describe this development in some
detail to provide a base for discussion of alternative
approaches.
A "layered" approach to communication protocols
was adopted in the Arpanet, wherein the higher-level
protocols use the services of the lower-level protocols.6 As shown in Figure 2, the lowest host layer is
the IMP-to-host protocol, which specifies the electrical interface, link control, and message format for
communication between an IMP (i.e., interface message processor-the switching node in the Arpanet)
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Figure 1. Approximate evolution of host-to-host protocols.
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and a host. The next layer (called the host/host layer
in the figure) specifies methods for establishing communication paths between hosts, managing buffer
space at each end of a communication path, etc. Next,
the initial connection protocol, or ICP, specifies a
standard way for a remote user (or process) to attract
the attention of a network host, preparatory to using
that host.* The ICP provides a function analogous to
the user pressing the attention button at a terminal
connected directly to a host. The next layer is the

telecommunicationis network or Telnet protocol,

which was designed to support terminal access to
remote hosts. Telnet is a specification for both a network standard terminal and a protocol for communicating between such a standard terminal and a
host. The next logical protocol layer consists of
function-oriented protocols, two of which-the file
transfer protocol, or FTP, and remote job entry protocol, or RJE-are shown in the figure. Other
function-oriented protocols defined for the Arpanet
include a graphics protocol and a digital speech protocol. Finally, at any point in the layering process, it
is possible to superimpose ad hoc protocols.
Figure 3 illustrates the Arpanet host/host
protocol.7 Before two processes can communicate, a
data connection must be set up between a socket in
one process's monitor (a socket is an element in a
network-wide name space into which each monitor
maps its own internal name space) and a socket in the
other process's monitor. For two processes to make a
data connection, each process makes a connection request to its own monitor. The two monitors then exchange these requests via messages over a control
connection, a special logical connection between each
pair of hosts that is always reserved for control
messages. If both monitors are in agreement, the
data connection is established. This new data connection exists until it is explicitly terminated, again using inter-monitor control messages over the control
connection. During the "life" of a data connection,
many messages may be sent from the socket at one
end to the socket at the other. However, since the
*ICP is not a layer, strictly speaking, but it is adequate for this
paper to think of it as one.

data connection exists over a series of many
messages, a mechanism is provided to stop the flow
of messages when a receiving process's host is
overloaded. The mechanism consists of a buffer
allocation system along with a requirement for the
sending process to stop transmitting when it has exhausted the allocated capacity. A control messge is
used to replenish buffer allocations. Multiple data
connections may be in effect simultaneously. The Arpanet host/host protocol provides what have come to
be called "virtual circuits" between communicating
hosts. Specifically, a virtual circuit provides for the
transmission of separate information units, at a rate
acceptable to the receiver, with extremely low probability of loss, duplication, or improper ordering of
any information unit.
The Arpanet host/host protocol has several flaws.
Because of constraints initially imposed by the
host/IMP protocol, the host/host protocol permits
only one message to be traversing a connection at any
one time; this requirement to "stop and wait" for an
end-to-end acknowledgment severely limits the bandwidth of a single connection. The allocation mechanism in the host/host protocol is incremental, with no
provision for resynchronization in the case of error.
Because the communication subnetwork provides error control over the individual subnetwork circuits
through use of checksums, the host/host protocol has
no provision for end-to-end error control. The host/
host protocol assumes that messages arrive in order,
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Figure 2. The Arpanet layers of protocol.
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Figure 3. The Arpanet hostihost protocol.
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which can be overly constraining. The connections
are simplex, when full duplex are usually preferred. It
has been recognized that the Arpanet ICP is more
complex than is usually necessary, since most hosts
provide mechanisms which could be used instead. The
provision for specifying host addresses is quite
limited. There are other problems.8
In spite of the above, the Arpanet is reliable enough
and the host/host protocol useful enough to permit
widespread, adequately reliable use of the Arpanet.
In fact, many of the above-mentioned problems could
be fixed quite simply; in the Arpanet9 and other
similar networks, some have been fixed to a degree.
The desire to have a host-to-host protocol which is
suitable for use in a multi-network environment, and
which does not have the problems of the Arpanet
host/host protocol, led to the specification of TCP.10
Still assuming a layered environment and virtual circuits between communicating hosts, TCP accommodates communication between networks using different basic message sizes. It provides for end-to-end
error control, retransmission, and data reassembly
and reordering. It provides for more than one message to be in transit at a time. It provides resynchronization for the end-to-end flow control mechanism. It provides for more general host addressing
conventions. It makes minimal assumptions ab-out
the network or networks with which it is used. TCP
also features full duplex connections and no ICP. Of
course, TCP's genVrality does not come without a
cost: It puts a potentially large processing burden on
the host; it does not lend itself to efficient implementations (although there have been some successes). In
several instances TCP has been used to replace the
Arpanet host/host protocol in the Arpanet set of protocol layers. In time TCP may replace the host/host
protocol in general use in the Arpanet.
In the past few years, the Defense Department has
moved to provide a new packet-switched data communications network called Autodin II." It is to be a
common user network handling hundreds of hosts
and thousands of terminals throughout the DoD.
Autodin II has adopted a layered host protocol approach similar to the Arpanet's. Naturally, the bottom level specifies the interface to the Autodin II
switches and is not particularly similar to the Arpanet host/IMP protocol. Autodin II uses TCP as the
host-to-host protocol. It also uses the virtual terminal
apprQach and a protocol quite similar, in fact, to the
Arpanet's Telnet. The Autodin II FTP protocol, currently indesign, draws on the Arpanet FTP as well as
a number of other protocols for file transfer which
have been used by various networks.
DoD has also done some interesting work in expanding host-to-host protocols for use in distributed
operating systems.12
European research. Shortly after the Arpanet became operational, development began on the French
Oyclades network.'3 This design differs from the Arpe'
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number Of ways. Thne most general way Of stating the

provide all the service it can for the user hosts (e.g.,
dynamic routing, complete reliability, perfect message ordering) and in a number of cases falls short of
its goals, Cyclades leans wherever possible toward
making things simpler for its communications subnetwork (called Cigale14) by putting the burden on the
hosts. The designers reasoned that since the subnetwork could not do many of these things perfectly, the
hosts would end up doing them anyway-so there
was no need to bother to have the subnetwork do
everything. Where the Arpanet subnetwork follows a
virtual circuit approach, Cigale follows a "datagram"
approach in which the communications subnetwork
does not provide flow control, proper sequencing, and
error control. The hosts have to provide these functions for themselves in the host-to-host protocol in
order to obtain virtual circuit service.* The operation
of a datagram packet network, is more closely
analogous to a high-speed electronic postal system
than to a switched circuit system: Addressed packets
are input at many points, mixed, and delivered; some
are occasionally lost, and the delivery sequence is only loosely related to the input sequence. There is no
call establishment concept in such a system. This philosophy has been carried over into larger European
research networks.
Datagram service provides the advantage of supporting applications in which low delay (or variance
in delay) is more important than the high level of
reliability and message accountability provided by
virtual circuits. Examples of such applications are
digitized voice transmission, continuous sensor operation for process control, and other real-time operations. Datagrams may also be suitable for very short
independent communications such as data base inquiries from credit terminals. For these applications
the hosts in a datagram environment would not
choose to implement a host-level virtual circuit.
IFIP recommendation. During the early 1970's,
with a few packet networks implemented and many
more in advanced stages of design, IFIP-the International Federation for Information Processingrecognized the desirability of interconnecting packet
networks, both public and private, to permit eommunication between hosts on different networks. To
this end, IFIP immediately set up a working group
(designated WG6.1) to consider a universal host-tohost protocol and other problems of network interconnection.
IFIP WG6.1 developed a proposal'5 which was a
compromise between the TCP and Cyclades ideas. It
is based on the concept of established, used, and
cleared virtual circuits. An end-to-end "window"
mechanism handles flow and error control. The protocol also defines the concept of a logical data unit
(called "letter") which may consist of many packets.
A letter is intended to be a unit of data meaningful to
the hosts, e.g., a file record or a complete response to
an inquiary. The maximum size of a letter is declared

*Note that these functions are similar to the ones TCP provides; TCP

and Cyclades were developed somewhat in parallel, in reaction to the

difference is to say that where the Arpanet tries to flaws of the Arpanet host/host protocol.
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during virtual circuit establishment and is an element of the flow and error control mechanism. The
IFIP proposal assumes no more than a simple
datagram service from any of the interconnected networks.
Even as the IFIP host-to-host protocol was being
designed, events were bypassing it. DoD adopted
TCP for future use and CCITT-Consultative Committee for International Telegraphy and Telephony,
the major world-wide standards body-adopted a
vastly different standard (as discussed in the next
section). While the European Informatics Network'6
and some private organizations have adopted
variants of the IFIP host-to-host protocol proposal,
and both the Intenational Standards Organization
and CCITT are studying it, it is unlikely ever to have
widespread direct applications. IFIP and WG6.1 's
main contribution is that they may provide a forum
where researchers can compare views and thoroughly
thrash out technical issues, as opposed to the at;
mosphere of compromise which prevails at the standards organizations.

cations protocols originally designed in the era of
point-to-point and star networks.
Several European government-sponsored carriers,
each enjoying a monopoly position in its own country, have made a commitment to national data communications through packet switching and X.25.
Thus, computer and terminal manufacturers wishing
to do business in those countries will need to support
X.25. Indeed, most major US manufacturers have already moved toward such support in the European
market. This should in turn lead to wide availability
of X.25 support in the US; American packet carriers
are already committed to providing X.25 interfaces.
This should eventually force non-X.25 networkls to
provide at least an X.25 network interconnection interface. Recognizing the inevitable, many researchers (e.g., in IFIP) are now concentratingon extending
X.25 to support a datagram option. The fact is that
both virtual circuit and datagram services are
valuable for different applications-an international
standard protocol would do well to-support both.

CCITT's standards. Since public packet networks
Both virtual circuit and datagram
services are valuable-an international
were being built in many countries (including the US,
Canada, England, France, Spain, and Japan), CCIIT
defined a standard interface for packet networks,
support both.
called Recommendation X.25,'7 in 1976. The X.25
protocol defines all three protocol levels needed at
this interface: the physical link level (called X.21), the
Vendor architectures. All of the above-mentioned
logical link control (provided by a subset of HDLC),
and the "packet level interface" (called X.25 Level 3) research and development relating to host-to-host
which defines packet format and control procedures protocols has been aimed at facilitating the interconin terms of "virtual circuits." The X.25 interface's nection of products from many vendors. Of course,
goal is to provide host-system designers with a many of the major vendors have developed their own
circuit-oriented service almost identical to the network architectures, both to maintain a level of
physical circuits familiar to them, but with such low support for older products (thus enabling customer
error rates and with enough flow control that higher- network evolution) and to provide unique facilities or
level and end-to-end protocols need not be concerned modes of operation further locking customers into uswith error and flow control. Control packets between ing the vendor's own products. IBM, with its Syshost and network provide for call establishment and tems Network architecture, or SNA,18 is the domicall clearing; data packets are sent over established nant vendor in this category.
We-will not attempt to describe SNA or the other
circuits. Flow and error control over each viirtual circuit are handled by HDLC-type "window" mecha- vendor network architectures here, since they have
nisms applied to the host-to-network portion of the not tended to be technically innovative. The literavirtual circuit. Once the communication subnetwork ture provides comprehensive descriptions'9; Faik20
has acknowledged a packet on Level 3 at the input compares SNA with other architectures. The
end, the network accepts responsibility for delivering technical merits of SNA aside, IBM's market domia correct copy of the packet to the destination ad- nance gives almost every one of their products the
dress, in the correct order with regard to other status of a de facto standard. It seems clear that
packets sent over the virtual circuit.
regardless of the progress mtade in international and
It is interesting that the thinking of DoD and Euro- national standardization of communication propean researchers has moved away from the Arpanet's tocols, SNA protocols will be equally important in the
virtual circuit approach toward the datagram, while United States, with many manufacturers designing
at the same time CCITT has adopted an even stricter their products for SNA compatability.
virtual circuit approach than Arpanet's. There are
severalreasons for this difference indirection. Onthe
one hand, many researchers support the datagram
approach because they feel it is purer. In addition,
DoD and European researchers are in- a position to
implement the protocol they feel is best. CCITT, on
the other hand, is dominated by workers with telephone circuit experience, and is faced with communi-
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ISO's model. Computer communication's widespread availability has focused the need for greater
standardization of communications protocols. Inparticular, a study committee of the ISO--International
Stantdards Organization-has recently formulated
the model2' shown in Fignre 4. This model identifies
seven hierarchical protocol levels, divided into two
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groups-the "providers of transport service," responsible for moving the data from one place to
another, and the "users of transport service," the programs responsible for generating and processing the,
data.
Host-to-host protocols, as discussed here, do not fit
neatly into the ISO model. This is understandable-we have been describing an evolutionary process, but ISO is trying to provide a tidy model. The
protocols we have been examining are involved with
the host portion of Level 4 and the operating system
portion of Level 5. Fittirig them to the ISO model,
then, shows a blurring of these two levels, indicative
of problems with either the protocols or the model.
The primary purpose of dividing the architecture into
a number of levels or layers is to provide a clear
separation of implementation details. Thus, for example, it should be possible to make changes to the
physical link without affecting Levels 2-7, or to
change. a packet-switched network to a circuitswitched network without affecting Levels 4-7. This
is not possible when a single protocol is involved in
multiple levels.

liability. (Even under such an unrealistically ideal
model, the protocol designer would still have to deal

Technical issues

transmission and duplicate detection, identification

The remainder of our discussion addresses a number of technical issues in host-to-host protocol design
and gives the authors' personal view of how well they
are understood or solved. The reader wishing to
study these issues in more detail should see the literature.3,22,23,24
There is now a good understanding of the possible
network environments with which the protocol designer might have to deal.3 In the best of all worlds
the network would accept messages of arbitrary
length and deliver them in order, with complete re-

with questions of connection establishment and termination, flow control, multiplexing, and addressing.) If the network does not deliver messages in
order, the host-to-host protocol designer must face
issues of message reordering and reassembly. This
complicates some of the above-mentioned questions
and causes new problems, such as having enough buffer space available to reassemble messages (and
avoiding deadlocks if one does not). The possibility of
out-of-order messages also tends to make the separation of data and control information necessary, and
this in turn can cause problems in synchronizing the
control and data information. If a size limit is placed
on data segments within the network, the host-tohost protocol designer must face the problem of
breaking messages into segments and then recognizing the segments and reassembling them. It is also
necessary to distinguish the last segment in a
message.
Some of the most difficult problems result if the
network is not perfectly reliable and the possibility
exists for an occasional message to get lost or duplicated. Then there can be problems with end-to-end re-

of messages and message segments, connection establishment and termination, deadlocks in the flowcontrol mechanism, and so forth.
Three principles most workers in the field now consider fundamental to protocol design are layering, interfacing, and symmetry.3 The separation of protocols into layers, some of which are side by side and independent of each other and some of which support
others, makes each layer simpler and allows different
services to be offered at different layers. Layering
depends on well-defined and stable interfaces between the layers. With appropriate layers and inter-

Figure 4. The ISO model.
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faces, it is possible in many instances to change a layer without disruption of network services, thus accommodating network growth and evolution. Layering and interfaces also simplify program debugging
and operational trouble shooting. While there are
some exceptions, workers have found it useful to
have symmetric protocols, that is, protocols with a
participant at each end, with neither participant a
master nor slave.
Another now well-accepted conclusion is that data
and control information should be separated whenever possible, that is, they should flow ever separate
virtual channels. If they cannot, it is impossible-to
control the data flow in many cases.
The use of sequence numbers to order messages
and to detect lost and duplicate messages has been
widely implemented; it is also the subject of considerable theoretical study (probably because it is one
of the few areas of computer communications that is
analytically tractable without resort to unrealistic
assumptions and simplifications). The establishment
and termination of virtual circuits or connections
have similarly been subjected to thorough practical
experience and analysis. Synchronization of sequence numbers and connections is also well understood. In all of these cases, one can often implement a
relatively simple version of the sequence number,
connection, or resynchronization system without requiring implementation of everything the theory
says is necessary in the extreme case.
Other well-understood techniques include the use
of checksums to detect errors, and positive acknowledgments, time-outs, and retransmissions to provide
error-free data transmission. Developments in these
areas have represented a major improvement over

the past (these are two of the few areas where there is
a relevant past). Checksums, as formerly used, were
commonly insufficient to catch many errors, and
negative acknowledgment systems were used which
simply did not work in the face of possible errors in
control data.
Finally, the process of multiplexing several conver-

sations on the same connection, or over the same in,
terface, is well-understood. Multiplexing is efficient
but tends to cause interference between conversations.
There are a number of other technical areas which
are less well-understood or for which there is no agreement on the proper solution.
Over the decade since computer networks have
come into use, there has been little commonality in
the way various host operating systems provide the
network inteface to user programs. Because they
were mostly constructed at a time when intercomputer communication was a remote prospect,
operating systems typically have no provision for
conveniently adding a general communication function and providing a general interface to the user programs. Atits mostprimitive, theuserinterface simply emulates an existing peripheral device, e.g.,
reading and writing to a certain hypothetical disk or
tape drive or even to a hypothetical card-reader/cardpiinch combination.25 The technique of reading and
September 1979

writing to a special file in the computer's file system
is one step up from emulation of a physical device; in
cases where handling files and devices is already done
uniformly, providing network access in the same way
is particularly convenient. Vendor network architectures tend to make the user interface look like an existing communication access method. In cases where
it has been possible to make changes to the operating
system, a quite powerful user interface can be provided through the addition of a set of new system calls
such as "open a connection," "listen for a request to
open a connection," "send a message," "close a connection," and "obtain the status of a connection."
Another method of providing the user interface is to
integrate it into the system's inter-process communication method,26'27 which makes communication between processes across networks as natural as
communication between processes within a single
system.
How much of the host-to-host protocol is implemented within the operating system, and how much
is implemented at user level, also varies greatly from
system to system. In some instances the function is
even implemented out-board in a communiations
front end of one sort or another. There are a number of
ways the host-to-host protocol function has been integrated into an operating system and the user interface provided.25'28'29 Our hope is that convenient, efficient host-to-host protocol functions and user interfaces will be integral parts of new operating systems.
There are signs that this will be the case,30'31 but the
issue is far from settled.

Our hope is that convenient, efficient
host-to-host protocol functions and user
interfaces Will be integral parts of new
operating systems.
The problem of naming the source and destination
of a given bit of data has many possible solutions.
Some believe that the naming should be hierarchical,
as are the telephone national and regional area codes.
Others favor variable-length names. Fixed vs.
dynamic assignment of names is another issue.
Should objects have multiple names? Which should
have names? There are various answers to each of
these questions, and known possible implementations for each answer. Which is best is still undecided.
Addressing is an area receiving increasing attention, but which still requires more work. Methods are
being investigated, for instance, for providing broadcast addressing, or a host with two addresses on a
network.
The question of connecting networks has also received great study and some implementation, but so
far there is no agreement on the proper method.32
TCP10 was originally designed with internetting in
mind, and X.25 claims to support internetting. to
some extent. The fact is that networks will be connected to each other. Hoping for a single internet
35

host-to-host protocol is probably unrealistic. We will will resist their use, having come to expect the benehave to face up to the ad hoc interconnection of some- fits journal-keeping can provide.
what dissimilar networks. On the other hand, the
data communications standards organizations have
been active in this area and it is likely that computer Future directions
network interconnection will never require the linkWe see continued evolution of host-to-host protoing of systems as dissimilar as was the case in the railcols in the next few years, especially in research enviway, electrical power, and telephone systems.
Flow control is a problem with a number of well-un- ronments. But even as protocols evolve, internaderstood solutions.33 However, there is normally a tional standards and vendor architectures will be settradeoff against throughput-i.e., if one requires tling fast and the majority of computer network
taut, complete flow-control, one must at times run be- users will offer greater and greater resistance to
low the maximum possible throughput for the chan- change and further evolution.
We have already mentioned the possible expansion
nel. On the other hand, permitting maximum throughput occasionally allows the flow to get out of hand; of the X.25 standard to support virtual circuits and
the process of controlling it can actually result in a datagrams. This will bring the research community
lower average throughput. This has proved to be a one step closer to the standards organizations. We
problem especially when the same sequence number see little evidence that the US Department of
mechanism is used for flow control and error control. Defense will move toward any international stanThe most up-to-date methods of ensuring com- dard, yet once Autodin II is in operation there will be
munication privacy work end-to-end. Thus, th-ere is a great pressure to provide interfaces to various X.25
natural interaction with the host-to-host protocol.
For instance, how does one decide which encryption
The beginning of the era of distributed
key to use for each virtual circuit? Substantial progress is being made here; several experimental and
-computation is the end of the era of
one-vendor shops
prototype systems have been developed and are being used.
While computer networks have now been in existence for a number of years, one of the original goals of
such networks-resource sharing-is still only com- networks and to permit X-25 hosts to attach. Also,
monly achieved in very primitive forms such as re- while DoD work has preceded the formation of stanmote use of a time-sharing system. More sophisti- dards, by the next generation (late 1980's) the stancated resource sharing, such as automatic selection dards will be firmly in place (if slightly changed) and
will then be no excuse for DoD to not use X.25.
of the most avallable computer, is still very much in there
As for the vendor architectures, we think that they
the development (if not research) stage. Even the lowlevel mechamisms for providing resource sharing are will have to move toward the standards, even though
at a primitive stage of development, e.g., the mecha- this has not beenthe case (especiallywith IBM) inthe
nisms to update a distributed file system or to open a past The beisnning of the era of distributed computation is the end of the era of one-vendor shops. The
qualified hosts.
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